
BDR-EUGDPR-Audit-Remediation Virtual-Machine with Apache™ Hadoop® “Integrated & Configured”  
Learn how to Protect Personally Identifiable Information and Pass GDPR or most Regulatory Audits 

while thwarting those pesky Hackers and doing so accurately in weeks not haphazard in years 
 
 

 

Take a one-week journey into the reality of your compliance readiness (perhaps not a journey where 
you’ll like what you see). Use BigDataRevealed’s(BDR) Virtual Machine complete with BDR and Hadoop 
(free for the week), just have your data ready. We will train selected staff members and guide them 
through the process of truly discovering the condition of your data (Compliance and Exposure).  You and 
your staff can then feel relieved knowing that with BigDataRevealed’s Application (Repeatable, 
Collaborative & Extensible), and BDR’s methodology, you have the ability to protect your Company’s 
data containing Private information and pass Regulations being implemented worldwide.  
 
Download the BDR-EUGDPR-VM for departmental or Enterprise use to Discover and Remediate data 
being governed by the European Union’s GDPR and other Country’s Regulations. We are offering a no 
cost Proof of Concept to demonstrate that a Regulatory Compliance solution already exists. The 
EUGDPR and other Regulatory Requirements are such complex processes that the probability of your 
success without an Application built for this purpose is limited. Now you can see that a solution already 
exists by viewing the BDR Results in its Executive Summary Graphical Interface.  We hope you choose a 
well-deserved, one week cost free journey where you see how your data assets are protected 24x7 and 
are safe even after a successful hack or internal theft. 
 

We are offering a free one-week subscription with training for BigDataRevealed’s-VM EU GDPR Audit, 
Assessment and Remediation application.  Enough time to know for sure where you and your company 
stand with regard to EU GDPR & other regulations being demanded by governments all over the world.  
 

No doubt about it, hacking is out of control, you can’t stop them for long and governments will not let 
you continue to operate using the same practices that jeopardize customer’s privacy and safety.  
Participate in BigDataRevealed’s Boot Camp and find out the future is not necessarily that ominous.  
 

With just 7 months to go before GDPR fines kick in, get started now and let BigDataRevealed-EUGDPR-
Remediator protect you from potentially massive fines and marketing nightmares. We stress strongly 
you appreciate the efforts to prepare for the EU GDPR and realize without an Application that is 
repeatable, collaborative and scalable, failure will be the greatest of all outcomes. 
 

BigDataRevealed has incorporated decades of experience into development of our Intelligent Catalog 
with Metadata. We use ‘Discovery’ algorithms to identify all patterns of Personally Identifiable 
Information contained in data of almost any structure.  We then have a process that accurately and 
intelligently encrypts the Private data discovered, or you can choose a process that places the entire file 
into a secure sequestered area (Encrypted Zone).     
 

Why Hadoop? Apache Hadoop is easily scalable, just add a few nodes when your data stores grow. 
Apache™ Hadoop® offers massive scalable processing power and data storage capabilities. And Apache 
Hadoop will accept almost any structure of data. It will process most any legacy system data, sequel 
data, xml files, emails, PDFs, IoT, Word docs and many more. Hadoop is unique in that a single 
application running in an Apache™ Hadoop® environment can process almost any data imaginable that 
your company maintains today and plans to maintain later.   
 

Using your Data, see live results of how to Protect Personally Identifiable Information & Pass GDPR or most Regulatory 
Audits.  Introducing BDR-EUGDPR-Audit-Remediation Virtual-Machine with Apache™ Hadoop® “Integrated & Configured”  

Take a one-week journey into the reality of your compliance readiness (perhaps not a journey where you’ll like what you 
see). Download Now &Use BigDataRevealed’s(BDR) Virtual Machine complete with BDR and Hadoop (free for the week) 



BigDataRevealed was developed using only languages (Predominantly Spark/Java) designed to run 
efficiently in a Hadoop environment, allowing us to fully use Hadoop’s inherent qualities. Our product 
organizes every step of the discovery and remediation process by using easy to understand Work 
Management screens that guide data analysts/scientists through the procedures. It becomes simple for 
any data scientist to repeat the work of any other without confusion or worry. BigDataRevealed’s 
processes are repeatable and easily shared with others for collaborative efforts. A  History of completed 
runs and processes are maintained to give managers an easy method of monitoring activity.  Because 
BigDataRevealed is fully automated there is no need to ‘write code’ to complete the discovery and 
remediation processes, now your staff can complete their analysis swiftly and accurately. 
  

They are your Customers and it is your responsibility to protect the data entrusted to you. Let us show 
you how to do it well and efficiently. 
 

BigDataRevealed is confident you will become a customer once you see our product work in your 
environment, and watch remediation occur using you own data.   
 

Please Review our Power Point showing the key concepts of our product and methodology 
productionalizing methodology of BigDataRevealed for GDPR and most any Regulatory Compliance and 
protection of Data Assets. 
 

For your Free trial download link and to setup your free remote training, Reach BigDataRevealed to 
facilitate protecting your customer’s valued and confidential data privacyinfo@bigdatarevealed.com  
(847) 440-4439.  

https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-14546381/documents/59d569f9990d53v1JQyM/EU%20GDPR%20Technical%20Workflow%20and%20Productionalization__%20Neccessary%20W%20Privacy%20Assurance%20Calculator%20September%202017.pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-14546381/documents/59d569f9990d53v1JQyM/EU%20GDPR%20Technical%20Workflow%20and%20Productionalization__%20Neccessary%20W%20Privacy%20Assurance%20Calculator%20September%202017.pdf
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